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About This Game

Requires an HTC vive headset !

Magical Candy Kingdom is a fun candy shooting game for all ages!

Once upon a time in a magical Candy kingdom, there was a king named King Candy and he had so many candies that his whole
kingdom was enjoying them every day!

On a glorious day, his army of candy cookies opened the door for a cute little fairy, who was lost and desperate to find a new
place that she could call home.

After hearing all the stories that the fairy was sharing with him, he felt that he needed to help her out. Without further thinking he
offered the fairy to stay in his kingdom as long as she wanted and enjoy his candies.

At this point, he didn’t knew that the cute little fairy was actually a witch in disguise, wanting to take all his candy and his kingdom.

The king was so interested in the fairy, that he invited her daily to his castle, to hear all the stories, which the fairy could tell him.

He didn’t know that spending time with the fairy caused him to fall into the grip of the witch, who was secretly putting a spell on
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him.

Days and days passed and step by step the king lost his interest in the candies and his kingdom. He couldn’t and wouldn’t care any
more.

Once the kings mind was completely in control of the fairy, the witch could finally show her true form. He wouldn’t see or wouldn’t
care…

Under the control of the witch, he did everything for her.
King Candy commanded his army of cookies to destroy anyone who would enter his kingdom from then on.

She even commanded him to switch all the nice candy with enchanted candies, so people who would eat them would be instantly
under the control of the witch…

His kingdom is lost. The Candy kingdom needs a new king…

Will you be the new king of Candy Kingdom , destroy the enchanted candies and defeat the army of cookies?

Try to complete all levels to claim the King trophy!

Candy Kingdom features :
- Bright & vivid colors ( lights & sky changes when advancing through difficult levels)

- Candy shooting fun for the everyone and all ages 2-99
- 18 levels and 18 bonus levels to unlock auto-shooting

- Dual wield candy blasters
- easy levels 1-6 , non threatening cookies

- medium levels 7-12 , a few threatening cookies
- Hard challenging levels with threatening cookies 12-18

- Online leader-board , challenge other new Candy Kings !
- Unlock achievements while playing

- Optimized for VR, using the latest technologies ( MSAAx8 by default, automatic render target multiplier from 0.5 to
2.0)

important note :
- When you start, don't forget to pickup the guns inside the train

- If you unlocked auto-shooting, you can select the level on the guns by pressing left/right on each controllers track pad
- Should the scaling not be correct, change to the correct scaling level by pressing +/- keys on the keypad.

Optimized for Zotac hardware! Push the limits
More information : http://www.zotac.com
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Title: Candy Kingdom VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gameplay Studio VR
Publisher:
Gameplay Studio VR
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer, 32-64-bit

Processor: I5,equivalant or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX960 , equivalent or newer

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: default sound device

Additional Notes: HTC vive required

English
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candy kingdom vr

I am not able to run the game with windows mixed reality :-(
in steam. this game is great family fun it is cute and just plain fun. My 3.5 yr old loves this game. Shooting the ginger bread man
is her favorite. It's pretty fun as an adult too.. Do not buy for the Oculus touch yet, the toy guns are turned 90\u00ba.
See discussions. Great graphics and simple game play. More for kids though, I got bored within the first 10 minutes as the game
was just going to repeat the same thing over and over.. fun little candy themed wave shooter on rails
i only played it for around 30mins and dont think ill play it again
BUT, i did enjoy it... its only 5$, so yeah id recommend it :)

the levels are similar, imagine a candy themed amusement park, and each level takes a different route through it.
the train youre on is moving pretty slowly, so its almost 100% motion sick safe
i did a little discomfort in some turns, and every time the train abruptly stops at the end of each level
but its basically no issue at all...
what bothered me more was that the difficulty suddenly skyrockets for the last few levels.
it got to a point where i lost interest after a couple of attempts.. Bought this game for my kid and he had fun playing, so I had a
try and I must say I really liked it!

Great immersion and good fun.. I BOUGHT THIS GAME FOR THE KIDS (7 and 9 y old) AND THEY LOVE IT!!!
THEY PLAYED THE WHOLE EVENING WITH THEIR DAD.
ONLY PROBLEM, THE KIDS ARE A SLEEP NOW BUT DAD COULDN'T STOP PLAYING. ;-)
. colorful,fun and easy to play. nice!
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I BOUGHT THIS GAME FOR THE KIDS (7 and 9 y old) AND THEY LOVE IT!!!
THEY PLAYED THE WHOLE EVENING WITH THEIR DAD.
ONLY PROBLEM, THE KIDS ARE A SLEEP NOW BUT DAD COULDN'T STOP PLAYING. ;-)
. UPDATED REVIEW: The game now "works" for Oculus Rift. Everything functions except the angle of the guns which is still
off by a LOT. When aiming straight ahead, they still point at the floor.

Other than that, it's a surprisingly addicting game. It's not bad for the price, especially if you plan on playing this with your kids..
guns still point downwards on oculus rift. Great graphics and simple game play. More for kids though, I got bored within the
first 10 minutes as the game was just going to repeat the same thing over and over.. This game was really fun and i can see many
people really enjoying this game.
Suitable for the entire family as it is fun for kids and does present a challenge on the later levels.
Pretty cool graphics and interesting concepts, one of the better VR games out there.
Highly recommended for all and it can be played seated or standing up!

Single player update:
Hey guys I hope you're enjoying the game so far.

Granny Simulator now has a single player mode. There's currently one level you can play on. I plan on adding more levels for
single player and multiplayer in the near future.

I'd appreciate it if you tell me in the comments what you think of the game so far and also what you would like to see more of
(Different levels, weapons, expanding on the house, ect...).
. New update:
-Added a molotov cocktail.
-Added a grenade.
-Added a new chest. The grenade and molotov can be found in the new chests.
-Hammers and wrenches now also spawn in the chests that the grandson can unlock.
-Added invert mouse setting.(While in game press the "Escape" key to change mouse settings).
-Added health indicator beside the granny's hp bar. When her health changes a number will appear beside her health bar
indicating how much it was changed by.
-Lowered the damage on most of the throw able items.
-Fixed a bunch of bugs.. Multiplayer issues:
Some people are having trouble hosting and joining lobbies. I'm currently trying to fix it.. New update with new house:
I added a new map with different tasks. imo its the best level by far, The physics
feel way better in this update.

-Added small cubby holes for the toddler to hide in/ navigate the map.
-Added different endings to the tasks.
-The toddler also has tasks on this map.
-Added different animations for the granny.
-Increased the brightness for the dark levels.
-Fixed a few issues with the rag doll physics.
-And a bunch of other stuff I forgot about.

-There's a bug where if u finish a multiplayer game you wont be able to play single player. You will have to reload the game to
play single player.
-There's also a bug if you try joining a friends lobby while you are hosting a lobby the game will freeze when the "Connecting"
text pops up. If you restart the game it should work fine.. Multiplayer update:
The new update should fix the network errors some people were having.
-Added a new level for multiplayer.

If you run into any errors or bugs I might of missed please post them in the bug discussion thread.. Guns'n'Stories: Bulletproof
VR Granny Simulator Small bug fixes v0.01:
-Fixed a connecting issue
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-Fixed a bug that stopped the player from playing single player.

If you're still having issues connecting to other players make sure your game is up to date before posting anything to the
discussion board.. New single player level:
-Added a new single player level.
-Added an attic and a basement to the single player levels.
-Fixed some bugs.
-Added better looking terrain.

I hope you guys like the new level as much as i do.

If you have any feedback, please leave it in the comments.
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